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WELCOME TO         THE BOUTIQUE & LIFESTYLE LEADERSHIP SYMPOSIUM

Fall 2016

con fidentialL.A.
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welcome 
to BLLA,
the cutting-edge boutique and lifestyle hospitality association 

dedicated to bringing together a coalition of global boutique 

hospitality executives, leaders, innovators and industry trend-setters 

with the resources that make them exceptional.

#BLLALosAngeles2016       @BoutiqueLodging       @StayBoutique_
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senses
It’s the little things in life (and travel) that matter.  And 

anyone who’s flown Virgin knows it’s the purple ‘mood’ 

lighting that makes you feel calm.  Or if you’ve stayed 

at the one of the Thompson Hotels—The Gild or The 

Smyth—you may have experienced their scent; ‘Velvet-

Ropey’ which is timed to fill the air right at sunset.  Cool!

In our Omni-Channel world, we crave, more than ever, 

to latch onto ‘experiences’ that make us feel human and 

connected.  It’s not rocket science.  Our five senses—

Smell, Sight, Touch, Hearing and Taste—allow us to

emotionally connect.  So what does this mean in terms 

of Boutique Hotel Brands?  Everything!!

The concept of multi-sensory design has been around 

forever.  But the idea of applying this concept to 

brands [especially Boutique & Lifestyle Hotel Brands] is 

becoming more important than ever.   Why?  Because 

integrating emotional touch points—moments of 

contact with a guest—allows the brand an opportunity 

to connect in many ways.  And if orchestrated correctly, 

these touch points are subtle, subliminal and sprinkled 

around every corner of a property.  

I’ll never forget my stay at Cap Juluca in Anguilla, 

where the concept of my company, Hotelements was 

first born.  I experienced many amazing memories—

but the one I remember most was the cup of Sherbet 

served at sunset.  It was infused with a Pyrat Rum floater.  

Why Experience Design Makes ‘Sense’
 for Boutique Hotels.

To enhance fl ight experience, Virgin welcomes passengers with mood-lit cabins and a state 
of the art that sounds experience - marrying design with technology  - Sight and Sound!

BY PAULA OBLEN  | HOTELEMENTS

WRITTEN EXCLUSIVELY FOR BLLA. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED; REPRINT WITH PERMISSION ONLY
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Welcome ‘Taste’.
So what’s the allure?  When all five of our senses 

are touched at some level, our entire being becomes 

engaged—emotions are heightened and our creativity 

is stimulated.  In the world of marketing, it means smart 

customer engagement and a 360° immersive brand 

experience. 

Let’s face it—the next generation, or this generation 

has spoken and they do not want to be hit over the 

head with a  ‘buy this’ marketing approach.  They want 

a great story.  Therein lies the opportunity to amplify 

the guest experience—before, during, and long after 

checking-out.  

Smell—evokes powerful memories that are among 

the most emotional and lasting.  We associate scent 

with events, people and emotions of that experience.  

Creating a signature scent can be a powerful tool to 

build emotional connection and loyalty. 

Sight—is the most noticeable of the senses in terms 

of visuals and may be most closely related to branding.  

The obvious include interiors and design.  However, 

combining other sight related elements such as fashion 

and Pop-Up’s, create visual experiences that draw people 

in. 

The concept of designing a ‘custom’ multi-sensory’ experience for boutique 
hotels will captivate and enhance brand on a deep, emotional level. 

Smell is the Superman of our senses and can be a 
powerful tool to build emotional loyalty with guests.

Touch—is most commonly felt through the various 

textures throughout a hotel experience.  And not just 

the linens and bedding—the walls, floors, furniture, and 

art all play into the touch experience. 

Hearing—in a boutique hotel environment ‘sounds’ 

should engage and echo the vibe of the property.  

Curating the right music is an art and skill that needs to 

be combined with the principles of design to generate 

meaning. 

Taste—is at the heart of every hotel property: Food 

and Beverage.  But more than ever hotels are drawing 

guests in by offering signature dishes and cocktails—

and becoming a dining destination in addition to a 

place to stay.  How about sharing signature recipes for 

guests to bring home?  

“In our Omni-Channel 
world, we crave, more 

than ever, to latch 
onto ‘experiences’ that 

make us feel human 
and connected.” 

Commune Hotels mixes textures and 
textiles from walls to floors to flooring 
showing our association with the sense 
that l iterally lets’ us ‘feel’ the vibe.

Liz Lambert said; “I never imagined that someone 
could translate our design into a soundtrack’.

B

You won’t find a menu in the Library Bar 
at Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel. Guests can 
select from fresh herbs and ingredients 
for a custom curated ‘signature’ cocktail.
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SAVE THE DATE FOR BLLA’S  

2017 BOUTIQUE HOTEL 

INVESTMENT CONFERENCE 

IN THE HEART OF NEW YORK CITY AND 

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 7TH, 2017

BLLAEVENTS.COM   |   818-883-4363   |   6520 PLATT AVENUE, #842 WEST HILLS, CA 91307 

IF YOU 
can make it

make it
ANYWHERE

HERE...




